Genesis Liquid

The Faster, Smarter Back Office System
Wireless Hand-Held Terminal

Genesis Liquid supports the very latest in wireless Hand-Held Terminals running Microsoft Windows CE.NET 5.0 to give Real-Time Stock Monitoring and Adjustment.

Making use of Ultra Thin Client technology the Hand-Held Terminal (H.H.T) is in direct connection to Genesis Liquid using 802.11b/g Wireless Networking, there is no need to upload or download data as the data on the H.H.T is live. Even in a multi-site environment with the use Broadband and Virtual Private Networking (VPN) it is possible to use the H.H.T with live data from any remote site.

The Barcode scanner is capable of reading Barcodes from over 1 metre away and supports both Item and Outer (TUC) Barcodes. Along with manual entry of SKU codes and Barcodes gives a very fast and flexible approach to data entry.

The H.H.T has a large colour Touch-Screen display 240x320 pixels. Using the stylus supplied (or small fingers!) Much of the software can be operated via simple touch screen buttons.

In addition it supports a Li-ion Rechargeable Battery (Up to 10 Hours operation and 3 Hour charge time), Ergonomic single handed operation and weighing in at only 360g.

The unit comes complete with a USB Data / Charging Cradle, Li-ion Battery, Wrist Strap, Hand Strap and a Touch Screen Stylus. The Data / Charging cradle is used for charging the device and also installing software updates.

Fuctionality includes...

Product Details, Price & Stock Availability Checking
- Check Price & Availability
- Ensures Shelf Edge Labels are up to date
- Verify both Item & Outer Barcodes are recognised by Genesis Liquid
- Shelf Edge Label Printing

Stock Counting
- Count stock in multiple locations
- Real-Time stock counting (POS Dependant)
- Enter quantities by Item or Case (Genesis Liquid does the maths)
- Count History allows correction of mistakes on the fly
- Optional Warning for duplicate entires etc
- Ensures the Item is recognised by Genesis Liquid

Deliveries
- Check in Deliveries at the door
- Compares the delivery to the order and optionally rejects items
- Supports ad-hoc delivery entry
- Enter quantities by Case or Item (Genesis Liquid does the maths)
- Delivery History allows correction of mistakes on the fly
- Optional Warning for duplicate entires etc
- Ensures the Item is recognised by Genesis Liquid
- Reduces work in the back office

Returns
- Add damaged / faulty stock to an ongoing returns list
- Excellent for Newspapers and Magazines
- Enter quantities by Case or Item (Genesis Liquid does the maths)
- Returns History allows correction of mistakes on the fly
- Optional Warning for duplicate entires etc
- Ensures the Item is recognised by Genesis Liquid
- Reduces work in the back office

Ordering
- For use when fully automated ordering is not required
- Enter quantities by Case or Item (Genesis Liquid does the maths)
- Once complete Genesis Liquid will electronically deliver the order as required
- Order History allows correction of mistakes on the fly
- Optional Warning for duplicate entires etc
- Ensures the Item is recognised by Genesis Liquid
- Reduces work in the back office

Stock Transfer (Multiple Sites)
- Transfer Stock accurately and easily between multiple sites
- Enter quantities by Case or Item (Genesis Liquid does the maths)
- The HHT can be used to both check the goods out and back in
- Transfer History allows correction of mistakes on the fly
- Optional Warning for duplicate entires etc
- Ensures the Item is recognised by Genesis Liquid
- Reduces work in the back office